Our Roots

« Alprausch is a story of a unique tribe
based in Zürich, Switzerland, which
has created a line of clothing, ou terwear and accessories with a style
that dares to combine classic Swiss
tradition with modern street and
snow culture. »

Summer Collection

What started as a local Swiss project in 2001,
Alprausch has slowly spread into a global
phenomenon. It is our true intention to share with
the world all the things that make our everyday lives so special. Enjoying a sharp contrast to
other brands, fans are reminded every season that Alprausch is a family of people not willing
to give in to fashion dictated by the masses.
Creativity, style, fit and function, these are attributes that we feel make clothing special. By
working with our own ideals and style, we have
created a line of clothing that is often viewed
as somewhat against the grain. By embedding
positive Swiss ideals into inspirational styles,
we offer a concept and a story to people who possess originality and the need to live and dress
apart from the rest.
Our vision combines modern materials and high
quality standards with images and ideas unique to Switzerland. This vision may include the traditional Swiss sport of Hornussen, the reflection of a skyscraper in a lake or blue skies over
white glaciers.
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Basic Collection

What is it that you really want from a
T-Shirt? We sure want a lot from it.
We want it to make you smile when you
see it. We want it to make you feel
comfortable when you wear it. And we
want it to last for many years to
come. Because let’s be honest, once
you fall in love with a piece of clothing, you don’t really want to let it go.

Summer Collection

We also believe that clothing should be fun and
playful. That’s why we don’t really care about
conventions or trends. Heck, we just wanna have
fun with it! For our prints, Switzerland offers
so many intriguing traditions and peculiarities to be
inspired by – all we have to do is pick some
and rework them in our unique Alprausch way to
come up with the creative and fun daily wear
that makes Alprausch so special.
It’s not only about the looks, though. To ensure that
we can offer our customers T-shirts of the highest quality, we’ve been working together with small,
family run companies in Portugal since day
one. They bring all of the know-how that is needed
to produce a great T-shirt, and we get to make
a product that we are truly proud of. We’d say that’s
a win-win situation right there!
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Women
S17W800

Sunnealp

Summer Collection

victoria blue

S17W802

S17W801

Alprausch Milch

snow white

Ragetä

oil blue striped

S17W803
dream blue

Alpzältli

S17W804

Hörnli Velo

S17W805

dusty rose / taupe grey melange

snow white

S17W806

S17W807

Summersport

moonlight blue

Rock Rose

Alpstöckli

porcelain rose / dusty rose
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Women
S17W808

Schmätterband
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white

S17W810
white-red

S17W809

Alpanker

eclipse

A-Ball

S17W811

S17W812

Blitz-Meitli

phantom

Indianer Hörnli

beige melange

S17W814

S17W813

Berghelm

tomato puree

Rägeboge Ändi

snow white flame

S17W447
snow white

Grüezi Adee
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Men
S17M700

Blitz Alp

S17M703

Summer Collection

black / tomato puree

S17M701
grey melange

Tellburger

Bergcamper

black forest

S17M702

Alprad

moonlight blue

S17M705
navy

S17M704

Chlätter Edwin

tomato puree

ALP -1973

S17M706

Schwiizer-Messer

light grey fancy melange
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Men
Summer Collection

S17M707

Flügefischer

S17M708

walnut melange / arabian spice melange

plum perfect

S17M709

S17M710

XT-Hero

smoked pearl melange

Wilds Härz

S17M711

Tierparade

phantom

Grüessgott

snow white fancy melange

S17M713
black forest

S17M712

Park-Bock

black forest

Holzwerk

S17M714

Lugnuts-TK

snow white melange
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Men
S17M715

Alpattack

Summer Collection

phantom

S17M717
port royale

Fischers-Fritz

S17M716

Uufstiige

S17M719

kelly green / fancy grey melange

port royale

S17M718

S17M721

chocolate

DJ-Alp

navy

Morgeroot

S17M720

Alpabzug

chocolate

Matter-Alp

S17M722
grey melange

Oberbock
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Men
S17M723

Alploki

Summer Collection

phantom

S17M725
white

Rock The Alps

S17M724

Into The Alps

S17M101

chocolate melange

grey melange

S17M726

S17M103

Bähnli-Alp

moonlight blue

Streifepeter

S17M102

Waldheiri

white-yellow

Monti Bogä

light grey-port royal

S17M104
navy striped

Sägel Popei
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Men
S17M105

Bergrocker

tomato puree-navy

S17M106

Ringerkönig

ash grey melange

S17M109

Wasserkante

phantom

Summer Collection
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The data and information contained are being

Eibenstrasse 9

provided for information only. Alprausch does

CH-8045 Zürich

not accept any responsibility or liability with

Switzerland

regards to the reliance on or use of this data
and information. Alprausch makes no warranties

S17M107
yolk yellow

Camuhoru

S17M108

Uptown Züri

black forest - ash grey
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or promises, as to the accuracy or completeness.
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info@alprausch.ch

of any mentioned items.
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